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eral Government spending. In addition, imports
decreased much more than in the second quarter.
● The production of goods decreased for the
fourth consecutive quarter. The production of
structures decreased after three increases. The production of services increased a little less than in the
second quarter (table 3).
● Real gross domestic purchases—a measure of
domestic demand for goods and services regardless of where they are produced—decreased 0.7

percent, its first decrease since a 3.0-percent drop
in the first quarter of 1991.3
● Inventories decreased for the third consecutive quarter, and they decreased at a somewhat
faster rate than in the second quarter.
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The September 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks destroy $14 billion in
private business and $1.5 billion
in state and local government
enterprise value of assets.
Insurance benefits payments
are $40 billion; airlines receive a
$20 billion subsidy.

Repercussions from the September 11th attacks were
widely felt throughout the U.S. economy.1 U.S. financial
markets were disrupted for a short period of time. The
U.S. stock market closed for 4 regular trading days, and
U.S. bond markets closed briefly and then reopened with
limitations on the types of instruments traded, the volume of transactions for some instruments, the length of
trading days, and the time allowed for clearing and settling trades. Normal channels for borrowing and making
payments were temporarily disrupted as a result of damage to some communications networks and other infrastructure. There were large temporary dislocations in the
distribution of bank deposits and reserves. U.S. air transport was completely shut down for a short period of
time, and land transport to and from the United States
slowed as a result of a tightening of U.S. border restrictions. Consumer spending decreased in September,
partly reflecting the effects of the attacks. Certain industries, such as air transport, other travel-related industries,
financial services, and insurance, experienced disproportionately large adverse impacts.
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The Terrorist Attacks of September 11th as Reflected
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Effects of September 11th Terrorist Attacks on U.S. International Transactions
All of these developments affected U.S. international
transactions, though some developments had a larger
impact than others. Most of the effects are reflected in the
regularly incorporated source data. For example, a sharp
drop in international travel after the attacks is reflected in
the source data for receipts and payments for travel and
passenger fares. Similarly, the disruption in financial
markets is reflected in the source data for securities transactions and for banking transactions.
For certain components, however, BEA prepares adjustments to account for the effects that are not captured in
the source data. Specifically,
imports of2005
insurance serSeptember
vices (a component of “other” private services) are
adjusted downward to reflect large and nonrecurring
insurance losses recovered from reinsurance companies
abroad; these recovered losses are recorded on an accrual
basis at the time the insured event occurs.2 U.S. nonbanking concerns’ transactions with unaffiliated foreigners are
also adjusted to reflect the insurance losses recovered that
were accrued but not paid.

1. For information on the effects of the attacks on the U.S. national

3. Gross domestic purchases is calculated as the sum of personal consumption
expenditures, gross private domestic investment, and government consumption
expenditures and gross investment; thus, gross domestic purchases includes
imports of goods and services, which are subtracted in the calculation of GDP,
and does not include exports of goods and services, which are added in the calculation of GDP.

The economic effects of the September 11th terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon are captured in
the national income and product account (NIPA) estimates
for the third quarter. Most of these effects are reflected in the
regularly incorporated source data; for certain components,
BEA prepares adjustments for the effects that are not captured in the source data. Because most of the effects are
embedded in the source data and cannot be separately identified, BEA did not attempt to quantify the total impact of
the attacks on gross domestic product (GDP) or on other
major aggregates.
The main economic effects of the events of September 11th
captured in the NIPA’s are the following:
● The reduction in real GDP growth for the third quarter
reflected notable declines in consumer spending and in
other components of GDP for September.1
● The property losses are captured by a sharp increase in
the consumption of fixed capital and a corresponding
decline in net domestic product—GDP less the consumption of fixed capital. These property losses had no
immediate, direct effect on real GDP, which is a measure
of the production of goods and services.2
● The payments by insurance companies to cover the
property losses are expected to reduce corporate profits.
(BEA’s estimates of corporate profits for the third quarter will be released on November 30.)
● The decline in inflation, as measured by the gross
domestic purchases price index, reflected a sharp reduction in the net premiums paid for insurance. In the
NIPA’s, insurance expenditures are defined as premiums
net of benefits payable, and the large benefit payments
resulting from the September 11th attacks were treated as
a reduction in the net price of insurance.
BEA prepared adjustments to certain components of
GDP and gross domestic income (GDI).3 These adjustments
primarily affected current-dollar estimates and price esti-
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CCAdj ................................................ –14.0
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Rental income of persons with CCAdj....................................... –68.1 –185.9
117.7
bursements, supplements to wages56 and
salaries, and
Corporate profits with IVA and CCAdj....................................... –151.2
–75.2
–76.0
and casualty insurance companies incur higher expenses,
7
Total payouts .........................................................................
............ ............ –250.0
proprietors' income.) The loss in construction-indus
23
1.5
and thus lower profits,
as they pay more to settle claims.
8
Insurance benefits received by corporations......................... ............ ............
58.1
9
National Flood Insurance
try share in these states occurred simultaneously
with Program
a ....................................... ............ ............ 80.4
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Louisiana Citizens Property Insurance Corporation ............. ............ ............
3.6
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15
Federal.............................................................................. ............ ............
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mates; their effects on the third-quarter estimates of real
GDP and its components were small. The following paragraphs and table describe the quantitative effects of these
adjustments on current-dollar GDP and prices and on GDI.
Current-dollar GDP and prices.—Under NIPA conventions,
current-dollar expenditures for life insurance are based on
the operating expenses of the insurer (including profits of
stock life insurance companies), and current-dollar expenditures for other types of insurance are defined as premiums
less benefits payable. Accordingly, within PCE for services,
adjustments lowered the “expense of handling life insurance
and pension plans” component of personal business services
by $10.6 billion, the workers’ compensation component of
health insurance (under medical care services) by $9.6 billion, and the (motor vehicle) insurance component of
user-operated transportation (under transportation services) by $0.3 billion (annual rates).4 Within imports of services, an adjustment lowered “other private services” by
$44.0 billion to primarily reflect claims by domestic insurers
for reinsurance policies with foreign insurers. Within State
and local government consumption expenditures and gross
investment, an adjustment lowered “other services” by $0.8
billion to reflect insurance benefit payments to general government. The net effect of these adjustments was to lower
current-dollar gross domestic purchases by $21.3 billion and
to raise current-dollar GDP by $22.7 billion. BEA treated
these adjustments to current-dollar GDP as changes in the
corresponding implicit prices for insurance services, so real
GDP was not affected. As a consequence, these adjustments
for disaster-related insurance payments lowered both the
PCE price index and the gross domestic purchases price
index and raised the GDP price index. Excluding the insurance-related price effects for the third quarter, the PCE price
index would have increased 0.8 percent, in contrast to the
decrease of 0.4 percent; the gross domestic purchases price
index would have increased 0.5 percent, in contrast to the
decrease of 0.3 percent; and the GDP price index would have
increased 1.2 percent, compared with the increase of 2.1 percent.
In addition, within PCE for services, several other adjustments were made that lowered spending on some compo-

Photo. Jets sit idle and U.S. airports remain closed after terrorist attacks in New York City and Washington, DC. Fred Prouser, Reuters, Alamy Stock Photo, September 12, 2001.
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Hurricanes Katrina, Rita,
and Wilma strike the Gulf
Coast in 2005. Third-quarter
corporate profits are reduced
$75.2 billion for fixed assets
damages. In 2006, the Gulf
Coast’s construction sector
boosts Louisiana’s personal
income growth.
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16
State and local .................................................................. ............ ............
4.6
17
Net insurance settlements to the rest of the world................ ............ ............
–36.4
17
18 Current surplus of government enterprises ..............................
–14.6 ............
2004 –14.6 2005
2006
19
Federal (Postal Service)........................................................
–0.4
–0.4 ............
20
State and local ......................................................................
–14.2
NOTE. Housing starts data–14.2
are from the
Census............
Bureau.
21 Less: Corporate profits with CCAdj...............................................
–151.2
–76.0
U.S. Bureau of Economic
Analysis –75.2
22
Business current transfer payments to governments and to
the rest of the world ........................................................ –112.2 ............. –112.2
23
Current surplus of government enterprises ........................ –14.6
–14.6 ............
24 Equals: Personal income............................................................ –39.7 –227.8
188.1
Addenda:
25 Personal income........................................................................ –39.7 –227.8
188.1
26
Proprietors’ income with CCAdj ............................................ –14.0
–42.0
27.9
27
Rental income of persons with CCAdj .................................. –68.1 –185.9
117.7
28
Net insurance settlements to persons...................................
42.5 .............
42.5

4. All subsequent dollar amounts are also expressed at annual rates. For
monthly personal income and outlays, the adjustments were to the month of
September, and the values of the annualized monthly adjustments are three
times as large as those for the annualized quarterly adjustments.
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Business current transfer payments are changed for three
LA. toStocktrek
Images, Inc., Alamy Stock Photo, September 2, 2005.
Photo. A pararescueman surveys flooded houses, looking for Hurricane Katrina victims in New Orleans,
reasons. First, payments
persons increase, as insurance
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SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS

companies pay benefits to cover damaged autos and other
consumer durable goods. Second, payments to governments reflect higher insurance benefits as a result of
destroyed government property netted against benefits
paid by government insurance funds and agencies,
including the National Flood Insurance Program. Third,
insurance benefits paid to foreign entities are netted
against those received from foreign entities, usually payments by foreign reinsurance companies. Overall, business current transfer payments were reduced $69.7 billion
in the third quarter.

1. Includes only explicit adjustments to source data for write-offs of nonrepairable damage and for insurance.
Housing Prices
Excludes effects that are assumed to be reflected in source
data.
Housing
Prices
2. The estimates of the actual damages and insurance settlements (not at an annual rate) can be derived by
dividing
the numbers shown
in the table
by 4; actual damages 1997:I=1.0
to fixed assets in personal income, for example,
In California, prices have fallen are
25estimated
percent
since
the
to be $57.0 billion ($227.8 billion at an annual rate).
3.2
3. Includes
business
interruption insurance.
third quarter of 2006. That reversed
a 217
percent
in
4. Includes benefits paid to persons for the loss of personal prpoerty, such as motor vehicles and household
furnishings
equipment.
California
crease from the first quarter of 1997
to and
the
third quar
IVA Inventory valuation adjustment
CCAdj Capital consumption adjustment
2.8
ter of 2006. In Florida, prices have
percent
N .fallen
Estimates in19
this table
reflect the “preliminary” GDP release on November 30, 2005.
Florida
since the fourth quarter of 2006, reversing a 175 per
Arizona
cent increase from the first quarter of 1997 to the
2.4
Nevada
fourth quarter of 2006. In Nevada, prices have fallen 24
percent after a 134 percent increase over the same
2.0
timeframes. And in Arizona, prices have fallen 15 per
cent since the first quarter of 2007 after a 152 percent
1.6
increase from the first quarter of 1997 to the first quar
February 2009
SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
ter of 2007.
OTE

The housing bubble bursts,
real estate prices decline, and
credit markets freeze up. In
2008, the Treasury Department
commits to purchasing up to
$100 billion of senior preferred
stock in government-sponsored
enterprises Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac.
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billion in fiscal year 2010 (table 7).3
Receipts. If proposed legislation is enacted, receipts
would decrease $28.0 billion in fiscal year 2009 and

$41.3 billion in fiscal year 2010, relative to the currentservices baseline. Among the legislative proposals, the
following have notable effects on receipts:
● A proposal to expand the net operating loss carry
3. The estimates of the proposed changes are the differences between the
back period for businesses would reduce receipts
current-services estimates and the actual budget. The current-services esti
mates in the 2010 budget reflect certain adjustments to the Budget Enforce
$27.8 billion in fiscal year 2009 and $35.7 billion in
ment Act baseline. For more information, see Analytical Perspectives: Budget
fiscal year 2010.
of the U.S. Government Fiscal Year 2010, 219.
● A proposal to extend several temporary tax provi
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Table 4. Relation of National Defense Consumption Expenditures
sions through December 31, 2010, would reduce
and Gross Investment to National Defense Outlays
receipts by $6.3 billion in fiscal year 2010.
[Billions of dollars]
● A proposal to permanently extend the existing tax
American Recovery
Act of research
2009 and experimentation
Fiscal yearand Reinvestment
credits for qualified
2008
2009
2010
would reduce receipts $3.1 billion in fiscal year
2010.
Budget outlays for national defense ...................................................
616.1
690.3 712.9
of Defense, military .........................................................
685.1
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Recovery and Reinvestment594.7
Act 665.0
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sit● Proposals
infrastructure
construction
tax credits
for firstto reduce
U.S. taxand
evasion
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Military personnel............................................................................
138.9
146.8
154.2
Operation and maintenance............................................................
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271.8 283.3
of 2009—which
was signed into law on 117.4
February
17, time
taxhomebuyers.
rules for multinational corporations would
Procurement ...................................................................................
142.7 140.1
Aircraft.........................................................................................
26.0
34.5
36.6
2009—includes
provisions for reducing taxes,
funding
Additional
information
economic
stim
increase receipts
by $2.5about
billionfederal
in fiscal
year 2010.
Missiles .......................................................................................
5.5
6.9
8.1
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...........................................................................................
11.2
11.8
12.8
state fiscal
stabilization, creating and preserving
jobs,
ulus programs, including an updated version of this ta
Weapons.....................................................................................
8.1
11.3
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Ammunition
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2.5
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2.5
providing
assistance
to
the
unemployed,
and
investing
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ble,
will
be
available
on
the
BEA
Web
site
under
Other .........................................................................................
64.2
75.5
69.5
Research, development,
test, and efficiency,
evaluation .................................
75.1 Although
78.2
79.1
infrastructure,
energy
and science.
“National.” Table 5. Budget Receipts by Source
Other ...............................................................................................
18.4
25.6
28.4
[Billions of dollars]
and of
otherthe
defense-related
............................to be
21.8distributed
25.3
27.8
the Atomic
totalenergy
cost
ARRAactivities
is scheduled
Impact of the ARRA on Selected Government Sector Transactions
Plus:
Consumption
of
general
government
fixed
capital
.........................
80.0
84.3
87.7
overAdditional
many
years, the majority of the cost will39.3be incurred
Change from
[Billions of dollars, seasonally
Level for adjusted
fiscal yearat annual rates]preceding year
payments to military and civilian retirement funds..............
42.8
48.1
Timingend
differences...............................................................................
–8.2
–4.6
by the
of fiscal year 2010. The ARRA also1.5established
2009
2007
2008
2009
2010
2008
2009
2010
Grants-in-aid to Accountability
state and local governmentsand
and netTransparency
interest paid
3.7 Board
3.6
3.7
theLess:
Recovery
to
Other differences.................................................................................
17.8
16.1
20.3
I
II
III
receipts........................... 2,568.2 2,524.3 2,156.7 2,332.6 –43.9 –367.7 176.0
monitor
spending authorized by the act and to publicize Budget
Equals: NIPA national defense consumption expenditures and
Individual income taxes ............ 1,163.5
1,051.4ARRA
–17.7 Total
–192.7 ARRA
98.4
Total1,145.7
ARRA953.0Total
investment...............................................................................
715.3
789.5 820.1
howgross
and
where this spending occurs on Recovery.gov.
Corporation income taxes.........
370.2
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–157.6 impact
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Social insurance taxes and
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of federal government
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and Current
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receipts
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Customs
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thatfor military
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Pay”
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receipts
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1 consumption expenditures.
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0.6
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To the rest of the
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4.0
55.1the 0.5
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The budget
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will beThe
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does6 ...........................
not expect to be
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sec BEA
7
.............................
66.7 or 2.4
Subsidies
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year 2009
and $152.3
billion inpay
fis- total
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or annual 53.6
effects 0.0
of the53.7
ARRA2.7
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ond-quarter
amount
includes
one-time
stimulus
federal
government
cal year 2010 primarily because of the tax provisions of Net
other
NIPA
measures.
Many
ARRA-funded
transactions
saving................................... –969.1 –70.2 –1,268.9 –285.1 –1,342.8 –238.3
ments of $250 to recipients of Social Security,
ARRA. These provisions include the “Making Work Pay” are
nottransfer
directly
included
in GDP;3.6GDP234.5
only includes
gov 21.1
Capital
payments
..... 311.2
9.0
162.3
Supplemental
Security
Income,
veterans’
benefits,
and
8
tax credit, which provides a tax credit of up to $400 for ernment
spending
on goods
...................
50.6 and
0.0services.
55.8 ARRA-related
1.7
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Capital grants
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retirement
Grantsand
authorized
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Capital transfers
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single taxpayers
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working
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2. Includes special allowances for certain property acquired in 2009 and the net operating loss
grants programs provide funding for Medicaid and the carryback election for small businesses.
3. Payments to recipients of Social Security, Supplemental Security Income, veterans’ benefits,
State Fiscal Stabilization Fund.
and railroad retirement benefits.
Additional spending authorized by the ARRA boosted 4. Includes increased funding for Pell grants, COBRA premium assistance payments, and
to cover digital converter box redemptions.
capital transfer payments $21.1 billion in the third quar payments
5. Includes grants to fund employment training and agriculture assistance.
6. Includes grants to fund “Making Work Pay” tax credits in the territories.
ter, up from $9.0 billion in the second quarter. Capital
7. Includes funding to supplement Section 8 housing subsidies and to promote the use of effi
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NOTE. Housing price data are from the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight.
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The 2008 Financial Crisis and the National Accounts
In 2008, the federal government responded to deteriorating financial markets by creating several new programs to
provide assistance to private-sector institutions. This
article discusses how the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) national accounts treat these programs.
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP). This program
was established in October 2008 by the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 to support financial and
other companies in order to help prevent severe financial
market disruptions. Through various TARP programs,
the Department of the Treasury is authorized to purchase
or insure up to $700 billion in assets in various programs.
By the end of 2008, these programs had disbursed $243
billion for preferred shares and warrants of more than
200 banks and other companies. A warrant is a security
that permits its owner to purchase a specific number of
shares of stock at a predetermined price.
Under the TARP’s Capital Purchase Program, banks of
all sizes received funds. Under the Targeted Investment
Program, Citigroup received funding. Under the Systemically Significantly Failing Institutions Program, American International Group (AIG) received funding. And
under the Automotive Industry Financing Program,
GMAC received funding, and General Motors received a
loan. In the near future, more funds will be disbursed
through various TARP programs.
Transactions via TARP programs are not included in
the “government consumption expenditures and gross
investment” component of gross domestic product
(GDP) and do not directly affect GDP. In general, purchases of financial assets are recorded in the Federal
Reserve’s flow of funds accounts, not in the national
income and product accounts (NIPAs). However, consistent with the recommendations in the newly updated
international guidelines, System of National Accounts
2008 (SNA), in the fourth quarter of 2008, BEA recorded
a portion of the purchase of preferred stock through the
TARP as capital transfers; this portion was calculated as
the difference between the actual prices paid for the
financial assets and an estimate of their market value.
These capital transfers recognize that the federal government paid over market value for these financial assets.
Net government saving was not affected by the capital
transfers, but net government lending or borrowing was
reduced as shown in NIPA tables 3.1 and 3.2.1
In most cases, BEA’s estimate of these capital transfers
was based on Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates, which were prepared on a net present value basis.
CBO calculated the present value of the preferred stock

purchased by the Treasury Department by using a discount rate equivalent to the yield on actively traded preferred stock for each company, or if the institution did
not have preferred stock, CBO used an average yield
based on an industry index. CBO valued the warrants
received with the preferred stock using a modified BlackScholes model, which is widely used to calculate the market value of options and other financial instruments.2
Dividends on the preferred stock purchased through
the TARP and held by the Treasury Department were
classified as government income receipts on assets as
shown in NIPA tables 3.1 and 3.2.
For consistency with the SNA recommendation that
loans should be valued at the full amount the borrower is
obliged to repay, an implicit capital transfer was not
recorded for the loan to General Motors.
GSE program. In September 2008, the Treasury
Department entered into Senior Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements with the government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Under the
agreements, the Treasury Department received $1.0 billion of preferred stock of each enterprise and warrants
representing 79.9 percent of the common stock of each
enterprise. Treasury also committed to purchase up to
$100 billion of senior preferred stock in each if the Federal Housing Finance Agency determines that their liabilities have exceeded their assets. In the fourth quarter, the
Treasury Department purchased $13.8 billion of Freddie
Mac preferred stock according to this agreement. In the
NIPAs, BEA treated 50 percent of this as a capital transfer,
recognizing that the federal government paid over market value for the financial assets. Dividends received on
the preferred stock were classified as government income
receipts on assets as shown in NIPA tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Guarantee programs. In September 2008, the Treasury
Department established the Temporary Guarantee Program for Money Market Funds to insure holdings of participating funds. The Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) also created the Temporary Liquidity Guarantee Program, which guarantees certain senior
unsecured debt of banks, thrifts, and certain holding
companies issued by June 30, 2009. The program also
provides full guarantees for noninterest bearing accounts
of participating institutions through the end of calendar
year 2009. In the NIPAs, fees received by the Treasury
Department and the FDIC related to these guarantee
programs are treated as current transfer receipts from
business as shown in NIPA tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.7.

1. Government net saving is the difference between government current receipts and current expenditures. Government net lending or borrowing is the financing position of the government sector.

2. See The Troubled Asset Relief Program: Report on Transactions
Through December 31, 2008, A CBO Report (Washington, DC: CBO,
January 2009).

Photo. The housing bubble bursts. ZUMA Press, Inc., Alamy Stock Photo, April 4, 2008.
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RECESSION
ARRA aims to pull the country
out of the Great Recession
(December 2007 to June 2009).
Estimated to cost $825.4 billion
over 10 years, ARRA provisions
include reducing taxes and
investing in energy efficiency,
infrastructure, and science.

Photo. A New York post office building’s work is funded by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). Richard Levine, Alamy Stock Photo, November 13, 2012.
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1. For details of federal government current receipts and expenditures, see
NIPA table 3.2.

8. Includes grants for highway and public transit infrastructure construction and restoration.
9. Includes first-time home buyer tax credits.

